
The order of the game 
 
Prologue – The date – Agnes and Martin 

-       Mutual closeness and love, no words, music 
Act 1 – Agnes and Arrival of Her Friends 

-       Agnes prepares the table (tablecloth, vase, chairs) 
-       Girls come and talk all at once, greet each other, sit down at the table – Agnes at the 

head of the table 
-       Agnes brings drinks 

Act 2 – Jessica 
-       Starts with a song of Jessica sung by all the characters, girls change places – Jessica 

at the head of the table 
-       Chatting focuses on Jessica’s life and problems 
-       The song of Jessica is sung for the second time, Martin comes to dance with some of 

the girls 
-       Chatting focuses on the TV series Don Juan and how it relates to Jessica’s 

experience 
Act 3 – Carla 

-       Starts with a song of Carla sung by all the characters, girls change places – Carla at 
the head of the table 

-       Chatting focuses on Carla’s life and problems 
-       The song of Carla is sung for the second time; Martin comes to dance with some of 

the girls 
-       Chatting focuses on the TV series Don Juan and how it relates to Carla’s experience 

Act 4 – Mary 
-       Starts with a song of Mary sung by all the characters, girls change places – Mary at 

the head of the table 
-       Chatting focuses on Mary’s life and problems 
-       The song of Mary is sung for the second time; Martin comes to dance with some of 

the girls 
-       Chatting focuses on the TV series Don Juan and how it relates to Mary’s experience 

Act 5 – Josie 
-       Starts with a song of Josie sung by all the characters, girls change places – Josie at 

the head of the table 
-       Chatting focuses on Josie’s life and problems 
-       The song of Josie is sung for the second time; Martin comes to dance with some of 

the girls 
-       Chatting focuses on the TV series Don Juan and how it relates to Josie’s experience  

Prologue – The Wedding – Agnes and Martin 
-       Girls tie a bonnet (the white scarf) around Agnes’ head. 
-       Everybody congratulates the newlyweds and leaves 

 


